The 3, 4, or 5 ft. Free Standing Mesh Panel Display Wall
Assembly Instructions for models with Standard Feet -or- WheelSets
PARTS LIST
(2) Male Leg Pole Sections
(2) Female Leg Pole Sections
(2) Horizontal Poles (with snap-buttons on both ends)
(1) Mesh Panel
(2) Ell Joints
(2) StaBar Ell Joints – for use with Standard Feet only
(2) Standard Foot Plates -or- WheelSet Foot Plates
(2) Ball Bungees
(7)Thumbscrews
(24) S-Hooks
StaBar Ell Joint

Standard Foot Plate

-or-

WheelSet Foot Plate

Ell Joint

ASSEMBLY
1 Connect the male poles to the female poles: slide the narrow male end into the female
sleeve and click into place. This creates two 7-ft long legs.
2 Slide an Ell Joint onto each end of one of the horizontal poles

3 Slide a StaBar Ell (white arrow down) and
then a Foot Plate onto each leg pole -orattach a WheelSet Foot Plate onto the
bottom of each of the 7-ft leg poles.

-or-

4 Connect the leg pole assemblies and upper
horizontal pole as illustrated.
5 With a helper lift the frame
and set it on its feet. The foot
plates should be
perpendicular to the frame as
shown in the illustration.
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6 Attach the lower horizontal bar by sliding one end
into one of the Ells until it clicks into place,
then slide the other end into the opposite Ell and
click it into place. Securely tighten the thumbscrews
on the Ells.

Hanging the Mesh panel
7 Unroll the Mesh Panel so that you
have the 3 aluminum hooks in your hand.
8 Attach the 3 hooks to the top
horizontal pole of the frame.
9 Check that Mesh Panel is centered
between the legs of the frame.
10 Attach buckles at the bottom of
the Mesh Panel to the bottom bars
of the frame beginning with the
center buckle.
11 Attach the Velcro straps on the sides
of the Mesh Panel to the frame legs
beginning with the top two on one
side.
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12 Attach the top two Velcro straps on the opposite side – while pulling the panel to make it
taut.
13 Attach the lower two Velcro straps on each side.
14 When packing up, take time to re-attach the Velcro straps to themselves while removing
panel. This will make set up easier next time and prolong the life of the panel.

TO HANG ARTWORK
The specially woven and heat-treated mesh of your MeshPanels will support items up to
15 pounds using a pair of S-hooks (we recommend using S-hooks in pairs for every item
displayed). For heavier or bulkier items, use our Straphangers (find them on our website –
www.flourish.com.)
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